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Abstract
Background: Transitions in care are vulnerable periods in health care that can expose patients to preventable errors due to
incomplete or delayed communication between health care providers. Transitioning critically ill patients from intensive care units
(ICUs) to other patient care units (PCUs) is particularly risky, due to the high acuity of the patients and the diversity of health
care providers involved in their care. Instituting structured documentation to standardize written communication between health
care providers during transitions has been identified as a promising means to reduce communication breakdowns. We developed
an evidence-informed, computer-enabled, ICU-specific structured tool—an electronic transfer (e-transfer) tool—to facilitate and
standardize the composition of written transfer summaries in the ICUs of one Canadian city. The tool consisted of 10 primary
sections with a user interface combination of structured, automated, and free-text fields.
Objective: Our overarching goal is to evaluate whether implementation of our e-transfer tool will improve the completeness
and timeliness of transfer summaries and streamline communications between health care providers during high-risk transitions.
Methods: This study is a cluster-specific pre-post trial, with randomized and staggered implementation of the e-transfer tool
in four hospitals in Calgary, Alberta. Hospitals (ie, clusters) were allocated randomly to cross over every 2 months from control
(ie, dictation only) to intervention (ie, e-transfer tool). Implementation at each site was facilitated with user education, point-of-care
support, and audit and feedback. We will compare transfer summaries randomly sampled over 6 months postimplementation to
summaries randomly sampled over 6 months preimplementation. The primary outcome will be a binary composite measure of
the timeliness and completeness of transfer summaries. Secondary measures will include overall completeness, timeliness, and
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provider ratings of transfer summaries; hospital and ICU lengths of stay; and post-ICU patient outcomes, including ICU readmission,
adverse events, cardiac arrest, rapid response team activation, and mortality. We will use descriptive statistics (ie, medians and
means) to describe demographic characteristics. The primary outcome will be compared within each hospital pre- and
postimplementation using separate logistic regression models for each hospital, with adjustment for patient characteristics.
Results: Participating hospitals were cluster randomized to the intervention between July 2018 and January 2019. Preliminary
extraction of ICU patient admission lists was completed in September 2019. We anticipate that evaluation data collection will
be completed by early 2021, with first results ready for publication in spring or summer 2021.
Conclusions: This study will report the impact of implementing an evidence-informed, computer-enabled, ICU-specific structured
transfer tool on communication and preventable medical errors among patients transferred from the ICU to other hospital care
units.
Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03590002; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03590002
International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): DERR1-10.2196/18675
(JMIR Res Protoc 2021;10(1):e18675) doi: 10.2196/18675
KEYWORDS
patient transfers; interprovider communication; transitions in care; electronic charting; clinical documentation; discharge tools;
patient discharge summaries; electronic transfer summaries; intensive care unit; electronic tool; ICU; protocol; effective;
communication; transfer; patient; transition

Introduction
Background
Complete and timely communication between health care
providers is integral to seamless transitions in care [1-3]. The
transfer of critically ill patients from the intensive care unit
(ICU) to another patient care unit (PCU) is a particularly
vulnerable period in patient care, due to the high acuity of
patients [4-6] as well as the number of health care providers
involved and their professional diversity [7-10]. The movement
of patients between units requires a high degree of collaboration,
with verbal and written communication between health care
providers [1-3] as well as patients and families [1,11-13].
Suboptimal communication during transitions can have profound
implications for patients, families, and the health care system
[14-16], including increased risk of preventable medical errors,
adverse events, redundant testing, readmissions, and
dissatisfaction with the quality of care [17-24].
An ICU transfer summary is a clinical document that ICU
physicians and nurse practitioners (NPs) often prepare to
describe a patient’s stay in the ICU, including active and
resolved health issues and the current care plan. The transfer
summary is intended to support verbal communication between
transferring and accepting medical teams and should provide
sufficient detail to serve as a stand-alone communication [25].
Complete and timely exchanges of patient care information
during transitions in care are critical, not only for immediate
continuity of care but also for efficient coordination of future
care [26,27]. As such, the transfer summary should be easily
accessible to inpatient and outpatient health care providers as
part of the patient’s permanent health care record.
Standardized transfer protocols that structure documentation
are integral for preventing failures in patient care due to
incomplete and delayed exchange of information [21,28-30].
However, their value can be limited by the very methods used
to produce the document. While quick for the clinician to
prepare, traditional methods like dictation or handwritten notes
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in the patient chart have been associated with inaccurate,
incomplete, and lengthy delays in communication [17,20,31,32],
particularly in comparison to transfer summaries prepared using
electronic standardized tools [26,33-39]. The advancements of
clinical information systems (CISs) and integrated electronic
medical records (EMRs) provide a prime opportunity to optimize
text-based communication. Structured templates can facilitate
completeness of important patient information as well as
substantiate and prompt verbal communication between health
care providers at the point of care. They can also provide
flexibility, permitting physicians to create a “living” document
that can be edited over the course of stay and finalized at the
point of patient transfer, effectively facilitating clinical workflow
in complex settings. Despite the potential for optimizing efficient
interprovider communication, the use of standardized tools to
prepare ICU transfer summaries has not been widespread, with
factors such as usability [39], cost, and workload [40] being
barriers to adoption.

Local Initiative to Standardize Transfer Summaries:
The Electronic ICU Transfer Tool
In 2017, we began designing an evidence-informed,
computer-enabled, ICU-specific communication tool in the
primary, integrated patient care CIS—Sunrise Clinical Manager
(Eclipsys Corporation)—used in four acute care hospitals in a
single Canadian city. This work was initiated as a quality
improvement project to improve upon the conventional system
of dictation that physicians and NPs—herein called ICU
clinicians—use to prepare medical transfer summaries for ICU
patients [41]. To dictate a summary, ICU clinicians use
eScription, 2010 release (Nuance Communications), a health
information management dictation, speech recognition, and
transcription (DST) platform. The clinician verbalizes relevant
patient transfer information to create a voice file that is run
through speech recognition software to create a text report. The
report is then edited by a transcriptionist and sent to the
designated ICU clinician for approval before being uploaded
for electronic viewing in the CIS as well as to a provincial,
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The content and structure of the ICU electronic transfer
(e-transfer) tool was based on a national survey of existing
transfer summary tools [42], subsequent consensus-based
recommendations of two independent multidisciplinary groups
of health care providers [41,43], and a heuristic evaluation [41].
The e-transfer tool consists of 10 overarching document
sections: visit data, goals of care, allergy and intolerances,
diagnoses and visit issues, course in ICU, investigations,

medications, discharge to home or community, send copies to,
and completion. These sections are designed with a user
interface combination of structured fields (eg, checkboxes);
automated fields, which pull in relevant patient data from other
CIS locations; and free-text fields (see Figure 1). The tool
permits ICU clinicians to open an ICU summary as a clinical
document directly in the patient’s EMR and edit the summary
over the course of the patient’s ICU stay. As with the DST
system, the designated ICU clinician must approve transfer
summaries. The summaries remain in the CIS and are uploaded
to the provincial repository.

Figure 1. Electronic transfer tool sections and screenshots. ICU: intensive care unit.

In a small pilot test of the e-transfer tool in one ICU [42],
electronic summaries had a significantly greater proportion of
essential information fields completed overall (median 87.5%)
than those prepared by dictation (median 62.5%) and were
available to receiving teams closer to patient release (2.3 versus
45.0 hours). Primary users of the e-transfer tool also responded
positively to its use, establishing favorable evidence to scale up
implementation across additional municipal hospitals.

outcomes (ie, effects on health status, quality, knowledge, or
behavior), and use of resources [46,47]. Similarly, the National
Health Service Sustainability Model has been successfully used
to predict the likelihood of sustainability for improvement
initiatives [48]. In drawing from each of these models, we will
ensure that we identify areas that need strengthening and that
we are well positioned for sustainability and continual
improvement.

Objective

Methods

In this study, we will evaluate the effectiveness of the ICU
e-transfer tool for improved completeness and timeliness of
transfer summaries and reduced adverse patient outcomes by
comparing transfer summaries produced postimplementation
to those produced preimplementation.

Conceptual Framework
We will apply the Donabedian three-pronged model of health
care quality (ie, structure, process, and outcome) [44] and the
National Health Service Sustainability Model [45] to frame our
evaluation of the e-transfer tool. The Donabedian model has
been successfully used in multiple contexts to support quality
improvement initiatives related to structures (ie, health care
context), processes (ie, actions and events in health care), patient
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2021/1/e18675
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Setting
This evaluation study takes place in four acute care hospitals
servicing a single city, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, which has a
referral population of approximately 1.7 million. Three of the
four hospitals are academic hospitals operating a combined 56
adult medical-surgical ICU beds; the fourth is a nonacademic,
community-based hospital operating 10 ICU beds. The annual
ICU admission rate across the city approximates 3000 patients.
In addition to the CIS hosting the e-transfer tool (ie, Sunrise
Clinical Manager), all ICUs also use a dedicated provincial
critical care CIS (ie, eCritical MetaVision) and clinical analytics
system (ie, eCritical TRACER) that capture key demographic,
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clinical, health care service, and outcome data for all ICU
patients [49]. ICUs are staffed by multidisciplinary teams; those
in academic-based hospitals operate with a clinical fellow and
4 to 10 residents working under the supervision of an attending
physician. One ICU has an NP. Critical care resident rotation
blocks are 4 weeks in duration. The community-based ICU
functions with an attending physician and 4 NPs.

hours; and (4) was transferred from the ICU to an in-hospital
PCU. Patient admission lists were extracted retrospectively by
a data analyst with the critical care CIS repository (ie, eCritical
TRACER). As the primary creators of most ICU transfer
summaries [42], NPs and residents were invited to participate
in a brief survey soliciting their experience creating transfer
summaries.

Study Design

Data Collection

This study uses a cluster-specific pre-post trial design with
randomized and staggered implementation of the e-transfer tool
across four hospitals.

Overview

E-Transfer Tool Implementation
The e-transfer tool has been sequentially implemented into the
four study hospitals at a new site every 2 months. This occurred
between July 2018 and January 2019. The study biostatistician
(AS), who was not involved with clinical practice in the ICUs,
randomized the order of hospitals for implementation. Dictation
remained available after implementation, but the ICU e-transfer
tool was endorsed as the primary method to prepare ICU transfer
summaries; as well, use of the tool was supported with strategies
that have been successfully used in previous local initiatives,
including in-person and web-based education, point-of-care
support, and electronic audit and feedback [50].

Participants
ICU patients from the four participating hospitals were eligible
for inclusion in the study if the patient (1) was admitted to the
ICU during the defined pre-post periods; (2) was 18 years of
age or older; (3) had an ICU stay equal to, or longer than, 24
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We set pre- and postimplementation data collection periods to
extend for 6 months each, based on the staggered dates when
the ICU e-transfer tool was implemented at each hospital.
Patients transferred from the ICU prior to the intervention
implementation date of their hospital are considered in the
preimplementation period, while patients transferred from the
ICU on or after the intervention implementation date of their
hospital are considered in the postimplementation period.
Data collection involves (1) electronic extraction from provincial
system repositories and a local critical care database, (2) manual
abstraction from the patient’s electronic and paper medical
record by trained researchers, and (3) manual rating of sampled
transfer summaries by clinicians. Survey data of ICU clinician
perspectives was collected pre- and postimplementation of the
e-transfer tool. The flow of data collection is shown in Figure
2. Where feasible, we are deidentifying hospital name, dates,
and clinician and patient identifiers from clinical documents
(eg, transfer summaries and clinician progress notes) secured
for manual data abstraction. All data will be encrypted and
retained in a secured office.
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Figure 2. Data collection flow. B: critical care Code Blue database (data source); CIS: clinical information system; E: electronic extraction by CIS
analyst (data collection method); ICU: intensive care unit; LOS: length of stay; M: manual extraction by study researcher (data collection method); P:
paper chart (ie, medical doctor or nurse practitioner daily progress notes; data source); S: Hospital CIS (ie, Sunrise Clinical Manager; data source); T:
critical care CIS analytics (ie, eCritical TRACER; data source).

Patient Demographics
Patient demographic data includes the following: age; sex; ICU
and hospital admission and discharge dates, times, and locations;
hospital mortality; comorbidities; ICU interventions (ie,
intubation, ventilation, vasoactive medications, and dialysis);
and severity of illness measures, including the Acute Physiology
and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) score [51], the
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score [52], and the Sequential
Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score [53].

Outcome Measures
Overview
The primary outcome of interest is a binary composite measure
of two conditions: information presence and availability (see
Table 1). In the first condition, the presence of four essential
information elements in the transfer summary—goals of care
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designation, diagnosis, list of active issues on transfer, and
medications to continue on transfer—will be assessed and
recorded as yes or no. All four elements must be present to be
recorded as yes. In the second condition, the availability of the
transfer summary to the accepting clinicians at the time of
patient transfer from the ICU will be recorded as yes or no.
Transfer summaries that meet these two conditions will be coded
as present; those that do not will be coded as absent.
Secondary outcomes of interest fall into three main domains
(see Table 1): (1) transfer summary quality (ie, completeness,
timeliness, and clinician ratings), (2) patient outcomes (ie,
post-ICU rapid response activation, cardiac arrest, adverse
events, and ICU readmission), and (3) clinician perceptions.
The rate of use of the e-transfer tool will also be measured by
extracting the type of method—dictation or tool—used to
prepare the medical summary for each patient transferred from
the ICU during the study period.
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Table 1. Evaluation outcome measures.
Domain and outcome

Outcome description

Primary outcome—binary (present or absent)
composite measure of two conditions: information
presence and availability (both conditions need
to be met)

Presence of four essential information elements:
•
•
•
•

Goals of care
Diagnosis
Problem issues on transfer
Medications to continue on transfer

Completed transfer summary available to patient care unit (PCU) at the time of patient’s transfer
out of the intensive care unit (ICU)
Transfer summary quality
Overall completeness: proportion of eight
requisite information elements present in
transfer summary (%) and presence or absence of each essential information element
in transfer summary

Summative score of the presence (score=1) of eight essential information elements—the four elements listed above and the following elements:
•
•
•
•

Timeliness: availability of summary relative
to the date and time of patient transfer (in
hours)

Difference between the following:
•
•

Clinician ratings: clinician ratings of perceived general quality of transfer summary
(median, IQR)

Patient medical history
Patient supportive needs (ie, venous thromboembolism prophylaxis, isolation, mobility, or
nutrition)
Patient attachments (ie, lines and tubes)
Medication reconciliation

Date and time transfer summary was transcribed (ie, dictated summaries) or last edited (ie,
electronic summaries) and
Date and time of patient transfer from ICU

Rate five criteria on a 7-point Likert scale:
•
•
•
•
•

Organization
Completeness
Pertinence
Overall satisfaction
Confidence that accepting team will understand patient care plan

Patient outcomes
Occurrence of negative patient outcomes
within 3 days post–ICU transfer (%)

Patient events occurring within 3 days post-ICU:

Hospital and ICU total length of stay (in
days)

Time between admission and discharge

Mortality (in hours)

Time from ICU transfer to hospital mortality

ICU clinicians’ perceptions of their last transfer
summary

•
•
•
•

ICU readmission
Adverse events
Rapid response team activation
Cardiac arrest

Rate seven criteria on a 7-point Likert scale:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process: understood process to produce high-quality summary
Workload: manageable to complete within routine ICU workflow
Effectiveness: format able to communicate all relevant information clearly and logically
Revisions: able to revise as new information becomes available
Timely: able to complete at the time of patient transfer from ICU
Satisfaction: produced a high-quality summary
Confident that receiving PCU team will understand the patient care plan
Length of time required to complete last transfer summary, including gathering all relevant
information

Transfer Summary Quality
Completeness of Information
Trained researchers will manually abstract overall completeness
of information in the summary. Completeness will be calculated
as the sum of the individual binary scores (1=present; 0=absent)
that the researchers will record for eight prospectively identified
information elements prioritized as requisite from a list of 63
essential elements identified as important in ICU transfer
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2021/1/e18675
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summaries [43]. The eight information elements are as follows:
goals of care designation, patient medical history, diagnosis,
ICU active problem list, patient supportive care needs, patient
attachments (ie, lines and tubes), active medications, and
medication reconciliation. We designed a chart review form in
REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) [54] (see
Multimedia Appendix 1). As the researchers will need to access
relevant clinical documents in study patients’ medical records,
they will not be blinded to the study period or hospital.
JMIR Res Protoc 2021 | vol. 10 | iss. 1 | e18675 | p. 6
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Timeliness of Information
Timeliness of the summary is defined as the difference in hours
between the date and time the patient transferred out of the ICU
and the date and time the transfer summary was either
transcribed, in the case of dictated documents, or last updated
in the CIS, in the case of e-transfer tool documents.
Clinician Ratings
We will recruit ICU and PCU clinicians as volunteers to review
and rate the general quality of a subsample of ICU transfer
summaries randomly sampled from the larger pool of sampled
summaries. Clinicians will use a 7-point scale to assess five
criteria adapted from a previous study evaluating a similar tool
[39,55]: organization (ie, presentation was logical and clear),
completeness (ie, no information gaps or omissions), pertinence
(ie, all content was relevant to patient care), overall satisfaction
with the quality of the summary, and degree of confidence that
the accepting clinician will understand the patient care plan
after reading the transfer summary (see Table 1). Clinicians will
be blinded to both the study period and hospital.
Patient Outcomes
Incidents of ICU readmissions and rapid response team
activations occurring within 3 days of ICU transfer were
extracted from the critical care system repository; cardiac events
within 3 days of ICU transfer were extracted from the Code
Blue database maintained within the Department of Critical
Care Medicine (see Table 1). Patients who were readmitted to
the ICU within 3 days of their first ICU transfer will be further
evaluated by a clinician (see Figure 2) to determine if the reason
for their readmission was related to a health issue documented
in the transfer summary of their first ICU admission; this will
be recorded as yes, no, or unclear.
Adverse events within 3 days of ICU transfer will be abstracted
using a two-stage manual abstraction process based on the
Institute for Healthcare Improvement Global Trigger Tool (GTT)
method of chart review [56]. The GTT definition of an adverse
event, as described on page 5 of the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement white paper [56], is “any unintended physical
injury resulting from or contributed to by medical care that
requires additional monitoring, treatment or hospitalization, or
that results in death.” In Stage 1, two trained researchers will
independently review the daily clinician progress notes charted
in each patient’s paper medical record 3 days post–ICU transfer.
Using a list of 19 patient safety indicators, they will identify
and record yes, no, or unsure for each incident of a suspected
adverse event. The patient safety indicators are based on
Southern and colleagues’ [57] list of 18 triggers adapted to a
Canadian context with newer iterations of health coding data,
with the addition of “patient falls.” In order to ensure good
interrater reliability, Stage 1 reviewers will appraise a small
sample of charts, compare results, and resolve any discrepancies
before moving forward to evaluate the full sample. In Stage 2,
any suspected adverse event recorded as yes or unsure during
Stage 1 will be flagged for review by a third reviewer who will
be a clinician. The clinician will review the notes and evaluate
each suspected adverse event to confirm or reject the occurrence
of the event using the GTT definition. In cases with a confirmed
adverse event, the clinician reviewer will determine if the
https://www.researchprotocols.org/2021/1/e18675
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adverse event was preventable (ie, yes, no, or unsure), as well
as designate the severity of the adverse event using the GTT
categories of harm [56].
ICU and hospital length of stay will be captured using ICU and
hospital admission and discharge dates and times. In-hospital
mortality will be captured as the time from ICU discharge to
hospital mortality, with censoring at hospital discharge for those
who survived hospital.
Clinician Perceptions of Practice
To obtain ICU clinician feedback on preparing transfer
summaries (see Table 1), we will analyze survey data collected
pre- and postimplementation of the e-transfer tool. Our survey
was adapted from a validated survey used to assess physician
perceptions using a similar transfer tool [39,55]. We
disseminated it via paper and online to ICU NPs and residents.
The time between the two dissemination periods was over a
year, making response bias unlikely. Participants were asked
to rate their experience completing their last transfer summary
on seven criteria: process (ie, understood what to include and
how to accomplish this), workload (ie, completing was
manageable within routine ICU workflow), effectiveness (ie,
able to communicate all relevant information clearly and
logically), revision (ie, able to easily edit and update the transfer
summary with new information), timeliness (ie, able to complete
by the time the patient is transferred from ICU), satisfaction (ie,
summary was of high quality), and confidence that the accepting
medical team will understand the patient care plan. Participants
were also asked to estimate how long it took them, in minutes,
to complete their last ICU transfer summary.

Sample Size Calculations
Sample size calculations were based on the cluster-specific
pre-post study design. Based on our pilot [41,42], we calculated
a required sample size of 144 pre- and 144 postimplementation
ICU transfer summaries from each hospital to assess our primary
outcome. This will be sufficient to detect an absolute difference
in our primary outcome of 15% for each hospital with 82%
power and an α value of 5% based on a baseline proportion of
20%; we observed a change in our pilot from 23% to 83%. A
random sample of 24 ICU patients per hospital per month, over
6 months pre- and 6 months postimplementation, will facilitate
secondary analyses, which accommodate the possibility of
secular trends. The study biostatistician (AS) determined the
random sample by assigning computer-generated random
numbers to the complete list of patients transferred from each
ICU within the study period, which was extracted by a data
analyst with the critical care analytics system (see Figure 2).
The study biostatistician was blinded to the method used to
create the summary at the time of randomization.
To collect clinician ratings of the transfer summary quality, we
calculated requiring 64 summaries preimplementation (ie, 16
per hospital × 4 hospitals = 64) and 64 summaries
postimplementation (ie, 16 per hospital × 4 hospitals = 64),
which will be sampled from aforementioned summaries, to
detect an absolute difference in means as small as 0.5, assuming
an SD of 1, with 80% power and an α value of 5%. The same
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patient cases will be used to assess for suspected post-ICU
adverse events.

research ethics board before being implemented. The trial was
registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03590002).

Data Analysis

Results

Demographic characteristics pre- and postimplementation for
each hospital will be described using medians with IQRs, means
with SDs, and frequencies with percentages, as appropriate. The
primary outcome will be compared within each hospital preand postimplementation using separate logistic regression
models for each hospital, with adjustment for the following
patient characteristics: age, sex, reason for ICU admission, status
on ICU admission (ie, Charlson Comorbidity Index, APACHE
II, GCS, and SOFA), therapies received while in ICU (ie,
ventilation, vasoactive medications, intermittent hemodialysis,
and continuous renal replacement therapy), status on transfer
(ie, transfer delay time, transfer decision cancellations, and ICU
occupancy), and ICU length of stay. Pooled analyses across all
four hospitals will use mixed-effects logistic regression models
with a fixed effect for intervention and a fixed effect for time
in months, in order to model the underlying secular trend. A
fixed effect for patient characteristics will also be used, as noted
above, and random effects will be used for hospital and hospital
by time to account for intracluster and interperiod correlation.
In case of poor model fit or convergence issues due to a limited
number of clusters, hospital-level analyses will be considered
by aggregating the primary outcome over all summaries in each
hospital during each month and using linear regression of the
aggregated cluster-period proportions of complete and timely
summaries with fixed effects for hospital and time in months.
Secondary outcomes will be analyzed as described for the
primary outcome, using within-hospital and pooled analyses.
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests will be used to compare ICU and
hospital length of stay, and log-rank tests will be used to
compare time from ICU discharge to hospital mortality.
Open-ended comments collected through clinician surveys will
be analyzed according to standard practices of qualitative textual
analysis.

Ethical Oversight and Trial Registration
The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics
Board reviewed this study (No. 17-2317) and granted a waiver
of consent to collect retrospective data from relevant sections
of patients’ paper medical records and EMRs. ICU clinicians
who submit a survey will have implied their consent.
Operational approvals and a data disclosure agreement was
established with the provincial health custodian, Alberta Health
Services. All protocol modifications will be reviewed by our

Based on our study design, in fall 2019, the eCritical data analyst
completed preliminary extraction of the list of patients
transferred from the ICU within the 18-month range: February
12, 2018, to June 30, 2019. We have randomly sampled eligible
patients from each ICU, restricting sampling to 6 months before
and 6 months after the date the e-transfer tool was implemented
in the hospital. Abstraction of primary and secondary outcomes
is underway. We anticipate all data to be collected by early
2021, with data cleaning and analyses conducted and first results
ready for publication in spring or summer 2021.

Discussion
Overview
The ICU e-transfer tool was designed to improve and standardize
textual communication between clinicians during transitions in
care from the ICU to other PCUs. The number of individuals
who experience and recover from critical illness in their lifetime
is steadily increasing. The proliferation of life-sustaining
technologies has resulted in new challenges with transitions in
care of newly vulnerable critically ill patients. We have
documented significant gaps in continuity of care for ICU
patients, one of the most clinically high-risk groups in the health
care system [25,32]. The evidence-informed ICU e-transfer tool
that we have developed and will evaluate can potentially
optimize care across the health care continuum by mitigating
communication errors and adverse events and contributing to
improved experiences and outcomes for critically ill patients.
Our evaluation will identify how the tool performs, what
elements are effective, and what elements are ineffective and
need to be refined or eliminated.

Conclusions
This research will build a foundation for addressing an identified
priority gap in patient care by rigorously evaluating a
standardized electronic tool that will be adaptable to individual
settings and scalable across health care jurisdictions. The study
findings will add to the current literature on the effect of
computerized tools on reducing communication breaks between
the ICU and other PCUs during transitions in care and to
ultimately improve patient safety.
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